
All People

Midnite

Memba Jah 'ave the lightning and wind in safe keeping
It no matter whey you in
Seeking a pinnacle inna
The natural power laws whey run things

About whom are InI speaking
Inna the reality of things
the glue whey mek a community swim outa the sink or swim
To capture fetchers of water and hewers of wood
were needed

And then when want and need receded they claim say forget the whole thing
But what if is that perpetuate presently now doing
The world involved inna heap of slaying
The world involved inna heap of slewing

The Lion Spirit chariot a wha man go through in
The Spirit of life iternally renewing

The earth terrain is fresh with possibility brewing
The ras got some Chocolate Mint tea brewing
The I.M.F. and the G20 'ave
some goals pursuing you see it
They claim that rogue states don't have a clue in

Well
Memba Jah 'ave the lightning and wind in safe keeping
It no matter whey you in
Seeking a pinnacle inna
The natural power laws whey run things
Seen

Failed states and successful nation the categories saying
When it's all people

And people can learn all people
Have something to burn
it's all people
Well Hi Tech people they feel they deserve
but be careful
because it's all people

Yesterday the grass cutting man
In the Sequel ina luxury sedan
Nuff people
Nuff people by the work of their hands

When the mental tek set to advance
nuff people don't regard conscience
But when the three sixty feel it again
In the come around thing
The example of The Lord of Lords and The King of Kings

Well its all people
people can learn all people
Have something to burn
The Most High Tech people
They feel they deserve
But be careful



Because it's all people
all people
It's all people

Rastafari
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